Modified transtibial versus anteromedial portal techniques for anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction, a comparative study
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Purpose: This study compared the accessory anteromedial portal (AAMP) and the modified transtibial technique (MTTT) for single-bundle anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction.

Patients and methods: Sixty active adult patients with ACL tear were randomly assigned into two equal groups who were treated surgically. One group was operated on using AAMP and the other group through MTTT. Both the groups had the same postoperative course and were followed for 1 year after surgery. The follow-up included Lysholm and International Knee Documentation Committee (IKDC) subjective knee evaluation forms, IKDC objective knee examination form, and radiological evaluation. Results were evaluated and compared with each other.

Results: There was no significant difference in subjective effects or clinical examination between the two groups. Regarding radiological angles, the AAMP had more oblique graft orientation in the coronal plane than the MTTT, but both were found to be more slanted than native ACL. Also, the MTTT had succeeded to place the graft and tunnel more obliquity than the traditional non-anatomic TTT and better than the anatomic ranges despite having the graft inclination of the AAMP higher than the MTTT. The complaints from the patients and subjective scoring were found to be positively related to graft stability. Patients with healthier preoperative subjective state had a smoother postoperative period and better outcome.

Conclusion: This study offers simple modifications to the transtibial technique to allow near anatomical ACL reconstruction with similar results comparable to the AAMP and with fewer complications.
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Introduction

Autograft or allograft arthroscopic single-bundle (SB) is the “gold standard” technique for anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction.¹ It is a universal procedure that has success rates of 83%–95%. Recently, many researchers have presumed that the SB transtibial ACL reconstruction places the graft in a non-anatomical femoral insertion site, which largely is considered the most common cause of ACL reconstruction failure.²⁻⁹ To avoid this common complication, the use of the anteromedial portal (AMP) for drilling the femoral tunnel was suggested as a method to place the graft in an anatomical position and improve rotational stability.²⁻⁹⁻¹⁴ In the Transtibial technique, the location of the femoral tunnel is dictated by the tibial tunnel while the AMP technique provides the surgeon with a higher freedom to place the graft in the anatomical position without being guided by the tibial tunnel.¹⁰⁻¹³ Similar results were
found in radiographic comparison study in which drilling femoral tunnel through arthroscopic anteromedial portal resulted in radiographic femoral tunnel position which was suggested to allow stabilization of anterior tibial translation and rotational stability when using SB technique.\textsuperscript{15} When anatomic femoral tunnel apertures are allowed consistently, the AM technique introduces new technical challenges. These challenges occur in part because the knee must be hyperflexed with difficulty to obtain a clear view of the lateral wall of the notch. Moreover, the trans-portal pathway with this technique and the resultant horizontal trajectory of wire drilling and reaming may lead to articular cartilage damage, posterior cortical breakthrough, and critically short femoral tunnels, which makes graft passage more tedious.\textsuperscript{16}

The current study suggests certain modifications to the traditional TT portal technique aiming to improve its efficiency regarding graft stability and clinical and radiological results. This is compared to the literature-preferred procedure, namely the AMP technique, to determine their superiority over each other. It is hypothesized that this modified technique will give comparable results relevant to those of the accessory AAMPT.

**Patients and methods**

The proposed study is a prospective, single-blinded, randomized controlled trial. Participants in this research had ACL tear of one of their knees and planned for ACL reconstruction. Their ACL would be reconstructed using either modified transtibial “MTTT” or anteromedial “AAMPT” technique. They were randomly allotted to either of the two techniques using computer-generated random tables and closed envelope method. After diagnostic arthroscopy, the inclusion/exclusion criteria were applied to select the participants for the study. Thirty patients were allotted for each technique with a total of 60 participants in the study. A single prime surgeon performed all the surgeries. Gracilis and semitendinosus tendon grafts were harvested using the same technique. After harvest, either of the two techniques was implemented to proceed with the reconstruction. Cases were done on day surgery basis. Removal of sutures was done after 2 weeks and follow-up in our clinics after 1, 3, 6, and 12 months postoperatively.

**Ethical approval and consenting**

The research and ethics committee of our institution, King Fahd Armed Forces Hospital, provided approval for the research before commencement (reference ethical number-REC 184). Written informed consent to participate in this study was signed by every participating patient.

**Age and sex**

All our patients were men aged between 19 and 39 years.

**Inclusion criteria**

Young, active patients with single knee ACL tear and consequent functional instability with no other ipsilateral knee injuries except simple unrepairable meniscal tears were included in this study.

**Exclusion criteria**

1. Participants who were unfit for surgery due to a medical comorbidity.
2. Skeletally immature patients with open physis around the knee.
3. Patients who have osteoarthritis of the ipsilateral knee.
4. Patients who have posterior cruciate ligament, medial collateral ligament or lateral collateral ligament injuries.
5. Patients with complex meniscal injuries that need meniscal repair.

**Pre-injury level of activity**

According to the International Knee Documentation Committee (IKDC) evaluation form\textsuperscript{16}, the pre-injury activity levels of the patients were defined in Table 1.

**Original knee injury**

The knee injuries of the patients in the study were classified according to the IKDC form\textsuperscript{16} in Table 2. Most of the injuries were due to contact sports.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Pre-injury activity level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Activity level</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I: Jumping, pivoting, hard cutting, football</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II: Heavy manual work, skiing, tennis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III: Light manual work, jogging, running</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV: Sedentary work (ADL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: ADL, activity of daily living.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Original knee injury</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Original knee injury</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I: Activity of daily living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II: Road Accidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III: Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV: Contact sports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Methods of evaluation

Patients were evaluated subjectively, objectively, instrumentally, and radiologically. Patients have been scored preoperatively and postoperatively at each postoperative visit. The ranges and mean values of the postoperative scores were assessed. The results of these scoring systems at the end of 1 year were considered the final results.

The subjective assessment was done using two questionnaire systems, namely IKDC subjective knee evaluation form \(^{17}\) and the Lysholm scoring system \(^{18}\). These questionnaire forms were translated into Arabic language (mother language of the patients) to guarantee utmost convenience.

For objective assessment, we used the IKDC knee examination form \(^{18}\). This form includes:

- Clinical examinations such as knee range of motion, anterior drawer test, Lachman test, pivot shift test, and functional one-leg hop test for distance \(^{19}\).
- Instrumental examination using goniometer and digital rolimeter (Figure 1).

Regarding radiological assessment, specific measurements were estimated on the magnetic resonance imaging, X-ray A-P views and lateral views, which include:

- Sagittal tibial graft angle (TGA) of the operated knee compared with the sagittal intact ACL angle of the contralateral healthy knee (Figure 2) \(^{5,21}\).
- Graft inclination angle (GIA) compared with femoral graft angle (FGA) of the same knee (Figure 3) \(^{5,20,21}\).

Time interval

Time elapsed between injury and surgical intervention ranged from 1 to 23 months (Table 3). The mean interval (±SD) for the transtibial group was 8.3±5.0 months. For the anteromedial group, the mean interval (±SD) was 11.5±6.2 months.

Concomitant meniscal injuries

During arthroscopy, 17 patients out of the 60 were found to have meniscal injuries that were non-amenable to repair. Twelve of them had their surgeries done after the mean interval of the study – 8.5 months. Partial meniscectomies were performed for 15 patients and subtotal meniscectomies were performed for two patients.

Previous knee surgeries

None of our patients had any prior knee surgeries.

Mean follow-up period

Patients were followed up on a regular basis for a total period of 1 year postoperatively. The follow-up visits were at 1 month, 3 months, 6 months, and 1 year from the time of surgery. None of them were dropped out during the follow-up period.

## Table 3 Time interval between ACL injury and reconstruction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time interval</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Up to 6 months</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;6 months to 1 year</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1 year to 18 months</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;18 months to &lt;2 years</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 Digital rolimeter.
Femoral tunnel placement (FTP) in the coronal and sagittal planes (Figure 4).21,23
Tibial tunnel placement (TTP) in the coronal and sagittal planes (Figure 5).21,22

Surgical steps

ACL reconstruction was performed in patients of one group using the accessory AAMPT. In the other group of patients, their ACLs were reconstructed by using the MTTT. It is similar to the traditional transtibial technique (TTT) except for certain modifications.23–25

Tibial tunnel

The tibial tunneling in this technique is identical to the conventional way but with certain changes:

- Tibial tunnel starting point is about 20 mm below the medial plateau and about 20 mm from the edge of the tibial tubercle (Figure 6).
- The tibial drill guide is angled 40 degrees (Figure 6).
- The tibial drill guide is positioned at 40 degrees to the long tibial axis in the coronal plane (Figure 7).
- The tibial guide tip is positioned over the tibial plateau medial to the conventional site (triangular zone cornered

Figure 2 ACL sagittal angle vs tibial graft angle.

Abbreviation: ACL, anterior cruciate ligament.

Figure 3 Graft inclination angle vs femoral graft angle.
**Figure 4** Femoral tunnel placement.

**Figure 5** Tibial tunnel placement.

**Figure 6** Tibial tunnel starting point (A) and guide angle (B).
by the posterior cruciate ligament, the anterior horn of the lateral meniscus and the medial tibial eminence) (Figure 7).

• Posterolateral widening of tibial tunnel converting it into a truncated oblique cone shape (Figure 8).

These modifications provide more oblique orientation for the femoral guide, which will yield more anatomic positioning of the graft.

Femoral tunnel
After drilling the tibial tunnel, a femoral guiding device is introduced through the tibial tunnel. Some modifications allow more anatomic inclination to the femoral tunnel, which are:

• Posterolateral notchplasty contouring the Gothic-shaped superolateral corner of the femoral notch to resemble a Roman arch. This will clean any osteophytes and bonny edges and allows more freely positioning of the femoral drill guide (Figure 9).
• The femoral guiding device should be 2 mm smaller than the size of tibial tunnel to allow more free mobility in the tunnel. This allows more inferior positioning of the guide and more oblique inclination of the graft.

**Figure 7** Tibial drill guide positioning.
**Abbreviations:** PCL, posterior cruciate ligament; AH of LM, anterior horn of lateral meniscus.

**Figure 8** Posterolateral tibial tunnel widening.
External rotation of the femoral guide after hooking its shoulder over the top position will give extra few degrees of obliquity (Figure 10). Following these steps will yield more obliquely oriented graft as shown in Figure 11.

Data and statistical analysis
All the data and results of the patients for both AAMPT and MTTT groups were gathered together in two separate master tables. Data were analyzed using Statistical Program for Social Science (SPSS) version 18.0. Quantitative data were displayed
as the mean±SD. Qualitative data were represented as frequency and percentage. The following tests were performed:

- Independent samples *t*-test of significance was applied when comparing two means.
- Chi-square ($\chi^2$) test of significance was used to compare the proportions between two qualitative parameters.
- Probability (*P*-value) was considered insignificant for values >0.05, significant for values <0.05, and highly significant for values <0.001.

**Results**

**Clinical examination**

There was an insignificant difference between the two groups regarding Lysholm and IKDC subjective scores (*P*-value >0.05). Although the IKDC knee examination for one case in MTTT showed “C” final evaluation, the final clinical assessment between the two groups showed no significant difference (*P*-value >0.05). Patients’ satisfaction and their functional performance were the same for both the groups (Figure 12).

**Radiological evaluation**

**Angles**

Graft inclination in AAMPT were significantly more oblique than those in MTTT (*P*-value <0.001). The GIA mean value in MTTT was 23.76° while in AAMPT, it was 28.8°. On the other hand, the FGA and TGA showed no significant difference between the two groups (*P*-value >0.05; Figure 13).

**TTP**

The TTP of the graft in the sagittal plane showed no significant difference between the two studied groups (*P*-value >0.05). On the other hand, the graft in the MTTT method was located more medial on the tibia in the coronal plan (mean value of 43.4%) than the graft in the AMP method (mean value of 44.9%). This was designed as part of the modified technique (*P*-value <0.05).

**FTP**

The graft in MTTT was located more medial on the femur in the coronal plan (mean value of 43.6%) than the graft in AAMPT (mean value of 38.5%). Regarding location in the sagittal plane, the graft in MTTT (mean value of 75.7%) had greater posterior location than that in AAMPT (mean value of 62.9%, Figure 14). The anteromedial technique was capable of locating the graft in more anterior and lateral positions on the femoral side compared with the MTTT.

**Relation between ligament examination and subjective scores**

The final score of both Lysholm and IKDC subjective scoring systems showed a highly significant relationship in the
Figure 12 IKDC subjective score (A), Lysholm subjective score (B), and IKDC knee examination score (C).

Notes: A, B, & C are grading levels of clinical examination; A is the best, C is the worst and B is intermediate.

Abbreviation: IKDC, International Knee Documentation Committee.
ligamentous examination of the knee among the patients of both the groups (P-value <0.001).

Relation between one leg hop functional test and subjective scores
There was a strong relationship between the ability to do “one leg hop functional test” and both Lysholm and IKDC final scores (P-value <0.05).

Relation between FGA and GIA
Among the patients of the MTTT group, the FGA and the GIA in the coronal plane have a substantial relation to each other (P-value <0.001). On the other hand, this relation did not exist among patients of the AMP group (P-value >0.05). This indicates that the MTTT technique avoids acute bending of the graft at the femoral inlet which is one of the disadvantages of the anteromedial technique.

Relation between preoperative and mean postoperative subjective scores
There was a significant correlation between the preoperative and mean postoperative Lysholm and IKDC scores between the patients of both the groups (P-value <0.05). Patients with low preoperative scores showed slower progression
and improvement during the postoperative follow-up period, while those with high preoperative scores showed higher progress and improvement.

**Relation between preoperative and final postoperative subjective scores**

There was a significant correlation between the preoperative and final postoperative Lysholm and IKDC scores between the patients of both the groups ($P$-value <0.05). Patients with low preoperative scores had low final postoperative scores, while those with higher preoperative scores had higher final postoperative scores and achievement.

**Discussion**

There is a never-ending controversy in the literature regarding the superiority of anteromedial technique over the transtibial technique in ACL reconstruction (Figure 15).

Many techniques have developed aiming at modifying the transtibial technique.24–28 These modifications aimed at putting the ACL graft at better anatomic positions than the traditional TT can do. The current study has offered some changes for the standard TT in simplified steps to add more obliquity and near anatomic femoral insertion of the graft.

Both MTTT and AAMPT groups had similar subjective results regarding the mean, range, and final values ($P$-values >0.05). Also, there was no significant difference in the results of clinical examination between the two groups. This regards knee effusion, passive motion defect, ligament examination, compartment findings, harvest site pathology, X-ray findings, and functional one leg hop test performance ($P$-values >0.05). This indicates that the modified near anatomic TT technique “MTTT” succeeds to achieve similar functional results to the anatomic AM technique.

In spite of having a significant difference between the coronal GIA in the AAMPT group (mean of 28.8±3.4°) and the MTTT group (mean of 23.76±5.64°), both the techniques place the graft in more inclination than native ACL which was found to be 15.72±4.75°.29 MTTT in this study had GIA of 23.76° which is higher than the angle of the traditional TTT5,21,30,31 and lies in-between the other modified TTT studies22,32,38 (values presented in the literature, Figure 16).

In the current study, the MTTT succeeded in positioning the graft and tunnel in more obliquity than the traditional non-anatomic TTT and better than most anatomic ranges. The MTTT had an FGA of 50.2±9.5°, which is more oblique than anatomic ranges (60.7±4.2°)33 but less than other modified techniques (42.5±6.1°).26 Significantly, it is still far oblique than the vertical angles found in non-anatomic ranges (82.8±12.5°) and conventional TT techniques (85.8±9.3°).33 On the contrary, the coronary FGA was found to be closely related to GIA in the MTTT which did not exist between the cases of AAMPT. This implies that the MTTT avoids acute

![Figure 15 AAMPT vs TTT in literature.](image)

**Abbreviations:** AM, anteromedial; TT, transtibial; AAMPT, accessory anteromedial portal technique; TTT, transtibial technique.
pending of the graft at its entry through the femoral tunnel which is a common disadvantage of the AAMPT.

The sagittal TGA was found unrelated to the sagittal angle of the intact ACL in both the groups of our study ($P$-value >0.05). This implies that the traditional TTT through these tunnels may yield non-anatomic graft inclination. But because of the use of femoral drill guide in either free in AAMPT or transtibial modified in MTTT, the femoral tunneling does not follow the tibial tunnel in direction and more anatomically oriented femoral tunnels could be drilled and more anatomic graft positions could be achieved.

In the sagittal plane, the MTTT in the current study positions the tibial tunnel in a similar location to that of other MTTT and AMT (Figure 17). Also, it was found to be more anterior to that of other TTT, and it was more medial than all others in the coronal plane.

Regarding FTP, the MTTT in our study had significantly placed the graft in a medial (43.6% ±2.3 SD) and posterior position (75.7% ±5.6 SD) than that of the AAMPT (38.5% ±6.2 SD and 62.9% ±5.3 SD, respectively) with a $P$-value <0.001. On the other hand, the MTTT graft was more anterior than in traditional TTT$^{22,30}$ and other modified TTT$^{28}$ found in the literature (Figure 18).

![Figure 16](image1.png)

**Figure 16** MTTT vs literature regarding GIA.

**Notes:** Green text is referring to the value of inclination angle of the intact ACL.

**Abbreviations:** MTTT, modified transtibial technique; GIA, graft inclination angle; AMT, anteromedial technique; ACL, anterior cruciate ligament.

![Figure 17](image2.png)

**Figure 17** MTTT vs literature regarding TTP.

**Notes:** The green text is referring to the sagital placement of the intact ACL on the tibial articular surface.

**Abbreviations:** MTTT, modified transtibial technique; TTP, tibial tunnel placement; AMT, anteromedial technique; ACL, anterior cruciate ligament.
The patients’ complaints and subjective scoring were found to be positively related to the graft stability showed by ligamentous examination ($P$-value $<0.001$). This indicates the more stable the grafts are indicated by higher grades of ligamentous examination in the IKDC examination form, the less the complaints will be detected in the Lysholm and IKDC subjective forms. Also, the ability of the patients to achieve higher scores in the functional one leg hop test was affected by their subjective scores and subsequently by their graft stability ($P$-value $<0.05$).

The subjective scoring of the patients in the preoperative state was found to affect both the mean and the final scores significantly, for both the groups of the study. Patients with better preoperative subjective state will have smoother postoperative period and better outcome, which could raise the importance of proper preoperative rehabilitation and early surgical intervention.

**Conclusion**

This study offers a modified technique for those who prefer, or are more accustomed to, the transtibial technique. These simple modifications would allow a near anatomic TTT with comparable results to the anatomic AMT and with reduced complications. The current modified technique may solve the problem of vertical graft positioning widely known for the TTT. It may also overcome the challenges of the anteromedial technique, namely the difficulty in obtaining a clear view of the lateral wall of the notch, the horizontal trajectory of wire drilling and reaming that increases the risk of articular cartilage damage and posterior cortical breakthrough. Also the resultant acute pending of the inserted graft at its entry through the femoral tunnel will make the graft more jeopardized in the AAMPT.

As the condition of the knee before surgery was found to impact the recovery and the outcome significantly postoperatively, early surgical intervention and proper preoperative rehabilitation seems influential.
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